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EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW
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how fake tan works
There is no doubt that using fake tan is far
safer than lying in the sun as it greatly
reduces your risk of skin damage and skin
cancer.
However, fake tan isn’t completely safe and
it can damage your skin too. Here’s how
fake tan works:
The active ingredient in all tanning
products is dihydroxyacetone. Also known
as DHA, this is a simple carbohydrate that
can be made either chemically or from
natural sources such as beets and cane
sugar.

1.

When you apply a product containing DHA, it
reacts with the amino acids in the top layer of
your skin. This generates pigments called
melanoidins, which appear brown because they
absorb certain wavelengths of light. This process
is known as the "Maillard reaction." It starts
within two to four hours after applying selftanner, and continues for up to 72 hours.

2.

During this time, you will notice a distinctive
smell on your skin, because of the chemical
reaction taking place. All DHA-based formulas
produce this smell. You may notice that some
brands use different fragrances to try and cover
this strong scent. Your tan can last up 10 days, but
will start to fade within three to seven days as
you naturally shed dead skin cells.

3.

different methods of applying fake
tan
Hands- used for tanning lotions/ moisturiser
Hands are best used when applying
tanning lotion moisturisers. These
moisturisers provide a gradual tan and are
safe to be applied with hands. The won’t
stain your hands although it’s always best
to wash your hands thoroughly after
applying.
Makeup brush – used for applying tan to the face
A kabuki brush (like the one you use to
apply bronzing powder to your face) is a
great way to apply the right amount of
self-tanner to your hands and feet.

4.

Cotton pad- used for facial waters
A great way to apply
fake tan to your hands
and feet as it gets
between the fingers and
toes. It’s also a great way
clean around the areas
you want to blend.
Velvet mit- mainly used for tanning foams
The velvet applicator mitt provides the
ultimate flawless, streak-free tan and
stain-free hands. Evenly distributing and
blending your tan, this soft touch self
tanning mitt ensures you have a flawless
finish, every time. Ideal for applying all
types of fake tan, including mousse,
creams, lotions and oils.

5.

Preparing To Fake
Tan
Depending on what you’re planning to wear
while your fake tan Is on it is important to
plan ahead and make sure all the areas that
are exposed have been tanned.
Make sure if you’re remove hair via
threading or waxing to do so at least 48
hours prior to your appointment as waking
opens up your pores and if not closed before
tanning will result in a blotched look.
Its not recommended that you wax or shave
24 hours after you appointment. Hair
removal can remove your tan and leave you
uneven patches. To avoid this try and
remove hair before you tan so you won’t
have to after.

6.

Depending on the tan tans tend to stay on the
skin for 8-14 hours before having to be rinsed off.
Between you getting tanned and rinsing off your
tan don’t get in contact with water, washing
your hands, being in the rain. Sweating can also
be a problem during this time. This wouldn’t be a
good time to do things like a workout.
When it is time for you to wash your tan off don’t
use soap only rinse. Make sure your shower is
warm not hot, having a hot shower will open your
pores and will affect the amount of time your tan
will last on your skin. Try and have a warm shower
during the whole period of having tan on to make it
last long as possible.

7.

Staying hydrated and moisturised is
very important when it comes to having
your tan last. Drink lots of water and
moisturise daily.
After you have tanned you want to try and
keep it on as long as possible. Having hot
showers and baths and exfoliation
contribute to the removal of your fake tan
become a lot faster.

To avoid your fake tan from smudging try
to not put on clothes till its mainly dry, a
hair dryer can help with this.

8.

how to remove fake
tan
Probably the harder of the whole fake tan
process, is actually getting the product
off. A good fake tan stays on your skin
well for at least a week but it's bound to
start fading and before you apply a new
you need to get the old one off.
Fake tan removers are great for this.
Using water and an exfoliating mitt as the
only means to remove our tan was just
timely and painful.
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The Bondi Sands Self Tan Remover is a great
one.
The remover effectively strips off self-tan
without harmful ingredients and excessive
exfoliation in just five minutes. lemon juice
also works wonders when removing old fake
tan. After all, you can always rely on lemon
juice to basically bleach the area and remove
the pigmentation.
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finding the right undertone
for your skin
Choosing the right fake tanner comes down to a few key elements: how
quickly you want your tan to develop, your level of experience, and the
correct undertones for your skin. A little known fact is that DHA (the
active ingredient in spray tan) is actually colourless. Its the cosmetic
bronzer (guide colour) that you first
see when you get a spray tan.
Without the bronzers the liquid would be clear and incredibly difficult to
apply evenly. Most cosmetic bronzers are made by mixing together 3
primary colours, Red, Yellow and Blue (which together make brown) By
manipulating the the blending ratio between these three colours,
manufacturers are able to influence the ‘base’ or ‘guide’ colour. Ever
wandered why your spray tan turns green after 6 months in the cupboard?.
Well, Red is the most unstable colour out of the three.
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if it deteriorates you are left with only two colours, blue and
yellow, which mixed together makes green ! So your tan
hadn’t necessarily gone bad, its just that the red colouring
agent had failed When it comes to spray tanning solutions
there is nothing set in stone.

There are general guidelines which should be followed but
unfortunately the human skin is such a difficult canvas to
work on – so many variables and contributing factors which
could affect the end results. Hormones, medication, weather....
the list is endless. However, even though the guide colour can
change from one brand to another most tans are typically
either Green or Red based and more recently we are seeing
the increased popularity of Violet based Tans.
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So, what is the difference between Green, Red and Violet based
spray tans? Green Base – Green bases can work across most skin
types although can cause yellow hues on very fair skins. Darker skin
tones and those who tan well on holiday should choose a green base.
Green base solutions are also best for clients with a red / pink hue to
their skin A green base counteracts the red hue resulting in a more
natural colour Red Base – Red bases are very much under used and
unappreciated in the UK. A red-based tan is ideal for those with fair
skin tones who don’t tan well and, if your skin freckles in the sun, a
red base will definitely complement you.
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Violet Base – As the tan develops a Violet based product
will counteract any yellow / orange undertones. That’s
because violet is on the opposite end in the colour
spectrum. When a darker tan is required, a violet based
product will usually deliver the best results.
Why is it important to chose the right base colour? You
wouldn’t dream of using a foundation that doesn’t
compliment your skin tone. The same methodology
needs to be applied when choosing a spray tan that is
best suited to your client’s skin tone. Because a client’s
natural skin tone will affect the way the spray tan
appears.
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fake tanning for the face
Obviously, you don't want to walk around with a gloriously
ash
tanned body and a pale face. Peoples biggest issue with
tanning their face is that it will cause acne or irritation and
ome
in some cases, this can be true. Some fake tans can contain
harsher
chemicals
that
irritate
skin,
making
it
oilier
and
rblocking
to pores to cause breakouts. When tanning your face
there are three golden rules you want to follow: 1. Close
s.
your pores Similar to the same idea about showering to
close to tanning, you don't want the tan to get trapped in
ows
your pores because this will definitely leave you with some
pimples.
have
ed to
wns.
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different consistency's of fake tan
and how they work differently
Use witch hazel to close your pores or even splash
your face with some really cold water to shut your
pores. 2. Protect the brows Especially if you have
light hair, you need to protect those browns. Fake
tan can cause them to change colour or get trapped
in the hair making them darker. In order to avoid
this, wipe them with a small amount of moisturizer
to prevent product build-up from being applied
here to protect their natural colour.
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3. Don't use too much Most importantly, you want
to start small. If you're scared of going too dark
then mix the fake tan with a bit of moisturiser to
dilute the product a bit. Alternatively, you can leave
your face and make sure you purchase a foundation
that matches the colour of your tan. However, this
also means you must always wear makeup so it's up
to you which tactic you choose!
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